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**MEDICAL MYSTERIES AND FORENSIC THRILLERS** (available on digital cartridge)

**SERIES**

Jefferson Bass – Body Farm Series (Forensic Anthropologist, Tennessee)

Benjamin Black – Quirke Series (Coroner, 1950s Dublin, Ireland)

Robin Burcell – Sydney Fitzpatrick Series (FBI Forensic Artist, San Francisco, CA)

Robin Cook – Jack Stapleton and Laurie Montgomery Series (Medical Examiners, New York City)

Patricia Cornwell – Kay Scarpetta Series (Medical Examiner, Richmond, VA)

Jeffery Deaver – Lincoln Rhyme Series (NYPD Forensics, New York, NY)

Mignon Good Eberhart – Sarah Keate Series (Nurse, Early 20th Century USA)

Ariana Franklin – Mistress of the Art of Death Series (Court Coroner, 12th Century England)

Meg Gardiner – Jo Beckett Series (Forensic Psychiatrist, San Francisco, CA)

Elizabeth George – Thomas Lynley Series (Forensic Pathologist, London, England)

Tess Gerritsen – Jane Rizzoli and Maura Isles Series (Medical Examiner, Boston, Ma) (A TNT Television Show “Rizzoli & Isles” In 2010)

Joel Goldman – Jack Davis Series (Ex-FBI Agent with Movement Disorder, Kansas City, KS)

Elly Griffiths – Ruth Galloway Series (Forensic Archaeologist, Norfolk, England)

Iris Johansen – Eve Duncan Series (Forensic Sculptor, USA)

Jonathan Kellerman – Alex Delaware Series (Child Psychologist, Los Angeles, CA)

Jeff Lindsay – Dexter Series (Blood Spatter Technician and Serial Killer, Miami, FL) (A Showtime Television Show “Dexter” In 2006)

C.J. Lyons – Angels of Mercy Medical Center Series (Hospital Staff, Pittsburgh, PA)

Sharon McCrumb – Elizabeth Macpherson Series (Forensic Anthropologist, the South, USA)

James Patterson – Alex Cross Series (Psychiatrist, Washington D.C.) and the Women’s Murder Club Series (Medical Examiner, Tucson, AZ)

Christopher Reich – Jonathan Ransom Series (Doctors without Borders, International)

Kathy Reichs – Temperance Brennan Series (Forensic Anthropologist, North Carolina)

Charles Todd – Bess Crawford Series (WWI War Nurse, Britain/Europe)

Karin Slaughter – Grant County Series (Pediatrician and Coroner, Georgia)

James White – Sector General Series (Space Hospital, Science Fiction)

Stephen White – Alan Gregory Series (Clinical Psychologist, Boulder, CO)
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BOOKS

Josh Bazell – DB 68281 Beat the Reaper (Medical Intern, Manhattan, NY)

Elizabeth Becka – DB 67260 Unknown Means: An Evelyn James Mystery, Book 2 (Medical Examiner, Cleveland, OH)

Gary Braver – DB 68048 Flashback (Pharmacologist, Cape Cod, MA)

Rita Mae Brown – DB 74529 Hiss Of Death: A Mrs. Murphy Mystery, Book 19 (Hospital, Virginia)

Michael Crichton – DB 37973 The Andromeda Strain (Epidemics, Science Fiction)

Pierre Davis – DB 69782 A Breed Apart (Medical Research Facility, United States)

Nelson DeMille – DB 44551 Plum Island: A John Corey Novel, Book 1 (Germ Warfare, NYPD Detective)

Joy Fielding – DB 69338 Still Life (Coma Victim, Hospital, United States)

Ken Follett – DB 43176 The Third Twin (Genetics, Science Fiction)

Erle Stanley Gardner – DB 44936 The Case Of The Fugitive Nurse: A Perry Mason Mystery, Book 43 (Nurse, Los Angeles, CA)

Sue Grafton – DB 51899 “P” Is For Peril: A Kinsey Millhone Mystery, Book 16 (Doctor and Nursing Home Director, California)

Barbara Hambly – DB 73278 Dead and Buried: A Benjamin January Mystery, Book 9 (Surgeon, 1830s New Orleans, LA)

Joan Hess – DB 63078 Malpractice in Maggody: An Arly Hanks Maggody Mystery, Book 15 (Nursing Home and Cosmetic Surgeon, Arkansas)

Hazel Holt – DB 70234 Mrs. Malory and No Cure for Death: A Sheila Malory Mystery, Book 16 (Doctor, England)


Robert Ludlum – DB 60510 The Cassandra Compact: A Covert-One Novel, Book 2 (Bioterrorism, Spy Fiction)


Fern Michaels – DB 69368 Mr. and Miss Anonymous (Genetics, Science Fiction, Fertility Clinic, California)

Michael Palmer – Assorted Medical Suspense Novels
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**Kelly Parsons** – DB 78541 Doing Harm (Surgeon, Boston, MA)

**J.D. Robb** – DB 60772 Origin in Death: An Eve Dallas Novel, Book 21 (Plastic Surgeon, Futuristic New York City, NY)

**Kitty Sewell** – DB 66932 Ice Trap: A Novel of Suspense (Hospital, Northern Territories, Canada)

**Richard Stark** – DB 69455 Man with the Getaway Face: A Parker Novel, Book 2 (Plastic Surgeon, New York, NY)